Versatile Enterprise Solutions
powered by the cloud

Fino was born in the cloud. We excel at rolling out and
managing cloud systems, and we understand how to
integrate cloud solutions with other aspects of our clients’
computing environments. With expertise in a variety of
cloud technologies, our team knows how to apply the right
tools to solve enterprise challenges.

Why We Use the Cloud
Cloud platforms benefit our clients because they are:
»» Affordable Cloud services offer economies of scale businesses often can’t
achieve on their own. The result is a better solution at a lower cost.
»» Scalable The cloud helps businesses quickly and easily scale up and
down as demand changes, so they can plan for the future without paying
for infrastructure they don’t need.
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We’ve used cloud platforms to
build powerful solutions for
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Deloitte

»» Manageable If maintaining a closet full of servers isn’t part of your
core business, there’s no need to invest resources in installing updates,
planning for disaster recovery, fixing outages, etc. Cloud services let
companies unload those time-consuming tasks.
»» Versatile It’s expensive and difficult to install on-premise systems that
only work for one vendor or type of technology. Cloud systems make it
easy to pivot to new solutions as needs change.
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How We Use the Cloud
We’ve used cloud technology to help our clients in
several areas, including:
»» App Development We build software that lives
in the cloud. Our applications use the cloud to
store data, so it can be shared across platforms and
systems, centrally managed, and pooled together to
perform complex analytics.
»» Cloud Services A lot of technology that would
have been out of reach for many enterprises is now
accessible thanks to the cloud. We’ve helped clients
improve business performance with Machine
Learning, Internet of Things, and other cutting-edge
technologies utilizing cloud-based services.
»» Hybrid Environments For legal or legacy reasons,
companies often need to keep parts of their
infrastructure on-premise. We’ve helped businesses
get the best of both worlds by building new cloud
capabilities that seamlessly interact with the rest.

“By innovating with Microsoft
Cloud technologies, Fino is helping
to solve clients’ problems and turn
ideas into reality.”
Jenni Flinders, VP of U.S. Partner at Microsoft

Our expertise
Fino has earned a Cloud Platform competency certification from Microsoft, and has experience working in multiple
cloud environments, including Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, and Rackspace. Our team members are experts
using many different cloud-based technologies in enterprise environments. Some of the tools we’ve used include:
»» Azure Websites

»» Azure Storage

»» Hadoop

»» Azure Machine Learning

»» C#

»» Salesforce

»» Azure SQL

»» HDInsight

»» Tableau

ABOUT FINO Fino is a leading provider of custom enterprise technology solutions. We use broad technical skills to build
integrated systems that connect business units and automate complex processes. Our data-driven and user-focused software
helps companies solve problems, engage customers, and grow their businesses. Founded in 2006, Fino was recently named
one of the fastest-growing software companies in the U.S. by Inc. Magazine.
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